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luanlujan does fethe right thing
interior secretary manuel lujan deserves credit for his

forthright support of subsistence and his apology last week
to the people gathered at the alaska federation of natives
subsistence meeting

he also is to be commended for making what is probably
an unprecentedunprevented appearance by a member of the cabinet at
an alaska legislative hearing lujan was the first speaker
wednesday evening at a legislative teleconference on sub-
sistencesi stence at the egan center attended by about a third of the
members of the legislature

the secretary told the legislators unequivocallyunequivocablyuncquivocably that he
will take over management of fish and game resources july
I11 on federal lands in alaska if no action is taken on the part
of the state

earlier the tundra times criticized the secretary for mak-
ing a commitment to speak at the anchorage chamber of
commerce breakfast but at the same time declining an in-
vitationvi from AFN to address the people at the meeting

what was particularly galling about the secretaryssecretarys deci-
sion was the fact that he listed subsistence amongamonglopicstopics for
his speech to the chamber

at any rate lujan did address the AFN gathering laslasi

week he cut short his press conference after the breakfast
and went straight to the AFN meeting at the egan center
he apologized for his decision not to address the group say-
ing he changed his mind when he realized that the meeting
was a large group of many alaska natives from throughout
the state

its commendable when a person admits he or she made
a mistake especially when that person holds a high office
we thank lujan for his support of subsistence and his
apology that apology by the way was accepted by APNAFN
chairman ralph eluska

the next several months will be critical for the alaska
native community As the july I11 deadline for a takeover of
fish and game management on federal lands in alaska draws
closer the need for action will be even more pressing

we believe that lujan would be fair as a manager of sub-
sistencesissi resources and that he would protect the people who
depend so heavily on them we agree with the secretary
however that a federal takeover is not the answer


